Dear Friends

I feel that we now live in a time of transition. The Old no longer carries the force and
energy of life; its time is over. The New is already present, but it is not yet ready to be
grasped, and therefore we do not yet feel its presence. In a similar way I also feel this
transition in my life. I know that something New is arising, but I cannot really
comprehend it yet.
Thomas and decided, after all, not to move to the US and are staying in Europe, but we
still don’t know where that place will be. That’s why we are staying in this transitional
period in Slovenia.
This past Year started with my sister Ajra’s crossing over, which affected me deeply,
although I have a very natural attitude towards death and it never represented a danger
for me. It is great to feel and know that Ajra continues to be with us.
I have completely oriented my work on new spaces. The inner joy of New became my
main driving power for my research work. I’m searching for new possibilities and
methods to be able to recognize and discover arising spaces. Through this intensive
work it also became clear to me that we cannot simply enter these spaces. At the
moment we can get to know them, we can perceive, see and feel them, but we still
cannot really live within them. I think that when the time is right and, most of all, when
we – humanity - are ready, we will, in a way, have to be “newly incarnated” into these
new spaces. I think that we’ll have to die with the old spaces, structures, systems etc., to
be able to be born anew in the new spaces, in the new society, in the new world. It’s not
a physical death, but the process of transformation is the same.
I’m very grateful for the work we did with the group in late spring in Washington DC
and in the fall in Black Hills. Both experiences gave me so much hope and confirmed that
the new reality can arise and expand in today’s world. Everything is already here,
prepared and waiting to be awaken, to be seen and, most of all, to be lived. It is so
strong to experience the new spaces, the new qualities, the new connections, within the
strength of a group and in the landscape. It was an important preparation for the
coming process and a deepening of the inner knowledge about arising reality.
For the first time I’ve decided to plan only the first half of the year, because I want to be
free to be able to adjust to the quality of the time and to what will be needed.
I’m very much looking forward to our next gathering in Boulder Colorado 23rd to 27th
of
May
2012
(for
information,
please
contact
Andrea
Lyman,
themusicpainter@gmail.com). We’ll continue with the work on the new spaces and
widen our picture of the deeper meaning of the sacred Land of the US.
In May/June 2012 my book “The Earth loves us” When the landscape speaks: Letters to
us humans will be published by Steiner Books. It’s a great feeling to know that the
messages that I received for all of us will finally reach people. (The book will also come
out in German in March 2012.)

The winter edition of Lilipoh will include my article about the current Earth changes.
It would be great if our ways would cross in this magic Year of 2012.

In deep gratitude for the richness of this past Year, I wish you all a great Year
fulfilled with transformation, inspiration, light and joy!

Ana
P.S. Because of problems with my previous e-mail address, I had to change it:
ana.pogacnik@freenet.de.

